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{1}            The application of computer science in the law has largely, and productively, centered on educational
programs[1] and programs generating and managing databases and data management. Some limited work,
however, has been done in the use of artificial intelligence (“AI”) to present models[2] of legal decision-
making.[3] The majority of the work involving AI in the law, as the majority of work in AI generally, has
focused on developing expert systems.[4] An expert system attempts to solve one problem, or one class of
problems well and should be distinguished from general systems, which seek to solve any problem. While
databases and didactic applications involve the most productive work being done, AI presents more complex
and more interesting problems having the potential to further increase productivity. Therefore, while AI may
still be in its infancy (as was all of computer science until twenty years ago), its intellectual vistas are
potentially limitless.
{2}            It was thus with mixed reactions that I read a recent article by Cass Sunstein, arguing that AI in law is
of very limited utility and, at present, can only solve very limited classes of legal problems.  Sunstein likens
computer AI in law at present to a glorified LEXIS.[5] This is not the case because AI does more than
automatically sort data. Sunstein argues that computers cannot reason analogically because a computer
cannot make an evaluative[6] (moral) choice[7] and thus cannot infer new rules of production from old rules
of production. Sunstein argues that because computers cannot reason analogically, they cannot develop AI,[8]
at least not yet.[9]  As we shall see, this position is simply untenable.[10]
{3}            There is some cause to focus, as Sunstein appears to,[11] on expert systems rather than general
systems: the problems facing the elaboration of an expert system are much more manageable than those
facing the development of a general system.  However, AI programs are not simply split between expert
systems and general systems but also between “static” systems with fixed (pre-programmed) rules of
production and “dynamic” systems which develop their own rules of production based upon experience.[12]
{4}            Static AI programs, such as the one I present here, use invariable pre-programmed rules of
production. They do not learn because their rules of production are “fixed.” For example,
though chess programs are the most often-cited example of successful AI, they are, in
fact, an example of “static” AI (albeit highly-developed). This is because most chess
programs do not adapt their algorithms to take advantage of the weaknesses of their
opponent, but rather use a pre-programmed algorithm.
On the other hand, “dynamic” computer programs generate their own rules of production and are
consequently "trainable."[13] Programs which “learn” by dynamically developing rules of production do
exist[14] and truly “learn.” Such programs must derive principles (for example, the shape of a letter) from
cases (a given set of experiences that are either provided by the user or are pre-programmed) – which is the
very type of reasoning that Sunstein argues a computer cannot do.[15]
{5}            The most well-known work in AI that actively "learns" is in the field of neural networks.[16] Neural
networks are best known for being used to recognize characters. This field of AI is well-developed and,
therefore, no longer in its infancy. Programs such as Apple’s Inkwell do indeed “learn” to recognize
characters and words depending on input and correction by the user.[17]
{6}            Rather than focusing on the split between “active” programs, which “learn,” and “static” programs,
which do not, Sunstein focuses on a split between analogical reasoning (inductive logic) and deductive
reasoning. Deductive reasoning is necessarily true but develops no new propositions. Inductive reasoning is
not necessarily true but develops new propositions. Sunstein argues that computer programs, or at least
computer programs in law, cannot learn to properly apply analogical reasoning[18] because he argues that
they cannot derive principles from cases - which, as this article will show, is false.[19] Algorithms for
deriving new principles from existing cases do exist[20] and usually invoke iterative and/or pseudo-random
functions or abduction to do so. As Aikenhead notes, “[n]umerous systems have been constructed that
simulate aspects of legal analogizing”[21] including SHYSTER, a case-based legal expert system.[22]
Aikenhead’s arguments are much more refined and computationally accurate[23] than Sunstein’s.
{7}            Programmatic representations of inductive inference, like most computational problems, are, in fact,
trivial[24] (in the computational sense of the word). For example, presume that we have three known cases,
each having three attributes with the following values:
Case | Values
-------------
I    | 1,2,3
II   | A,B,C
III  | A,2,3
Given a Case IV, with values 1,2,C, analogical reasoning would compare the values and determine that Case
IV is most similar to Case I and apply the same rule in Case IV.
{8}            Inductive amplification does not merely apply existing rules by analogy to a new case. Rather, it
derives a new rule from existing cases. It is this type of reasoning which Sunstein argues a computer is
incapable of doing. Using the same example, the derivation of a new rule would be that any new case will be
decided according to the rule used in the case with the greatest number of similar elements. Such a rule could
be initially programmed into the computer as a “static” rule of production, or could be “learned” through trial
and error as a dynamic rule of production.
{9}            Let us consider the example of a node in a neural network with three inputs that is suddenly given a
new fourth input. The new input must be tested and controlled to determine whether the new input is to favor
or disfavor a certain outcome and to determine what weight should be applied to the new input. That control
can either be pre-programmed or, more efficiently, be supplied by the user. Statically, the program would be
given at least two rules of production. Say that new factors shall have, for example, 1/n weight (where n
equals the total number of factors to be considered) and that factor n (the new factor) should favor the party
with no burden of proof unless instructed otherwise. To these rules of production could be added a third
human “oversight” function: by running, for example, three trials where the human oversees the outcome,
verifying or denying the computer response, and programmatically applies the rule of production that the
human taught the computer, the computer would be able to correctly apply the new rule of production and
apply it simulating analogical reasoning. Such a control function could be pre-programmed, however, by
iterating[25] through all combinations, first favoring, then disfavoring, the outcome and using different
weights and comparing the result to existing cases.
{10}        If Sunstein’s position is, so far as programming computers goes, untenable, what about its validity in
law? There are valid grounds for questioning Sunstein’s assumptions about law. Legal scholars should
recognize that, although the common law relies heavily on analogical reasoning, the civil law relies equally
heavily on deductive reasoning.[26] Sunstein would have us ignore this.[27] Since Sunstein does not appear
to question the ability of a program to represent deductive reasoning, it seems his claim that it is impossible,
at present, for a program to represent the law is ill-considered.
{11}        Sunstein hedges his position. First, he argues that his position that an analogical inference engine is
impossible cannot, in fact, be verified,[28] which takes his opinion out of the realm of science. Second,
Sunstein argues that "things might change."[29] These hedges appear to be contradictory. Sunstein has said
that his claim cannot be verified or falsified, yet implies that new technology may one day permit machines
to model analogical reasoning.[30] Even if we could grant both these (contradictory) hedges, Sunstein’s
argument goes too far and can be demonstrated to be erroneous using a trivial example of analogical
reasoning.
{12}        Let us presume that two Cases with three elements each will be similarly decided if two of the
elements are the same (that is, if the two cases are analogically similar). Programmatically, analogical
reasoning could be represented thus:
//Assign values to our known case
Case1.Argument1 = 1;
Case1.Argument2 = 1;
Case1.Argument3 = 1;
Case1.Outcome = “Not Guilty”;
//Initialize our unknown case
Case2.Outcome = “Unknown”;
//Trivial example of analogical reasoning
if (case2.Argument1 = case1.Argument1)
{
if (Case2.Argument2 == case1.Argument2)
{
Case2.Outcome == Case1.Outcome;
}
if (Case2.Argument3 == case1.Argument3)
{
Case2.Outcome == Case1.Outcome;
}
}
if (Case2.Argument2 == Case1.Argument2)
{
if (Case2.Argument3 == Case1.Argument3)
{
Case2.Outcome == Case1.Outcome;
}
}
Alternatively, this could be represented using weighted balances rather than binary values, for example,
presuming the plaintiff has the burden of proof:
If (plaintiff.arguments[weight] > defendant.arguments[weight])
{
decisionForPlaintiff();
}
{13}        These reasons give us cause to question Sunstein, both as programmer and legal theorist. Sunstein
would have done better to argue that computation of law is impossible because building and training a neural
network to operate as a general system is too complex. Such an argument might hold water. Complexity in
programming a general system of AI can be found in the fact that creation of a general system would first
require a natural language parser. However, such parsers have existed for at least twenty years, and are
constantly improving. Presuming that an adequate parser could be found or built, the next difficulty would be
developing self-learning neural networks. This is difficult, but certainly not impossible. Such a neural
network should include a human “control” to test and correct the engine’s inferences, as that would generate a
better engine more quickly than one based purely on pre-programmed rules of production. The next difficulty
would be to generate a sufficiently large field of cases to teach the engine. Again, this is not an
insurmountable task.  Though this task would, like adapting a natural language parser, be time-consuming. A
final difficulty might be the computational speed or memory required. This is the least of the problems, as
enormous expert systems are well within the computational power of contemporary desktop computers.
Although general systems in AI are the exception, they are not computationally impossible and would not
require some new breakthrough in microprocessor architecture or memory[31] as Sunstein argues. 
{14}        This contentious introduction is intended to set the stage for my very unambitious static inference
engine. I have written a program to assist in the teaching (and perhaps practice) of tort law. This program
(unlike my next) is well within the hedges that Sunstein places on his bets.  It does not use a neural network,
and does not "learn" a new system of rules (but it could have by relying on either a neural-node model or
using a tree model with either head or tail recursion). Instead, the program provided is “static.”  I have given
a set of rules of production (which represent the basics of tort law) and then the program asks the user a series
of question to determine whether a tort has taken place and giving reasons for its decision. The program
essentially uses a series of "binary" tests as rules of production.
{15}        Another approach to static AI modeling of law (which I used in a program to determine the tax
residence of a person according to the French-U.S. tax treaty[32]) uses a weighted "balancing" approach. One
advantage to the binary method is that when the law can be represented as "either/or," it is highly
methodologically defensable as a model of law. In contrast, the law only rarely quantifies the weight given to
its nodes when balancing competing interests. If there were any computational problems in generating AI
models of law, it is, in my opinion, here: the quantification of factors that may be quantifiable but generally
are not quantified by courts. Even this difficulty is not insurmountable. The law sometimes uses quantifiable
economic data to calculate the weight of factors in legal balancing tests. So, using a "balancing" test is
computationally and legally defensible.
{16}        The program is basically self-explanatory and includes a brief essay on tort law, which, along with the
source code, is reproduced below.  The program was written in xTalk, a derivative of Pascal, using the
MetaCard engine. I chose xTalk rather than C or a C-derived language because it is "pseudo" English and
because the auto-formatting of the metaTalk editor makes the source code readable even for non-
programmers. Given the current computational speed and power of CPUs, I see no real advantage to
developing AI using a lower-level language such as C or assembler. However, the fact that there are plenty of
C AI libraries explains why programmers may wish to port them to Pascal or xTalk, so that non-programmers
can correctly assess the utility of AI in representing the law for purposes of teaching, research, and even legal
practice. A great deal of useful work can be done using computers to model law either in education or data
management or in legal practice including, eventually, general AI systems. Whether the position that
Professor Sunstein takes is defensible will be revealed in time.
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